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Letter from the Chairman
The coming of Jews to America in the 20th century is one of the
ten most important events in Jewish history. And that story is
one among tens of thousands of others that are chronicled in the
archives housed at the Center for Jewish History. Yet there is
something about the words “history” and “archives” that tends to
make people think of dusty books and crumbling faded parchment.

history and heritage exciting and accessible to a new generation,
whether through interactive exhibitions, or by engaging young
people in a personal quest to trace their own family roots.

So when anyone asks me about my work at the Center for Jewish
History, I’m prepared to see their eyes glaze over – until I start
filling them in on all the lively, vibrant, and stimulating events and
activities that go on at the Center every day. Those activities are
bringing Jewish history to life in a way that has never been done
before ... and equally important, they are adding to that history in
ways that were unimaginable years ago.

Six years ago, few would have thought it possible for five distinct,
independent Jewish organizations to come together under one
roof, unify the incredible assets and knowledge each has to offer,
and create a unique focal point for the celebration of the modern
Jewish experience. But that is what the Center has become: not
only the leading national repository for documents and materials
that detail Jewish life around the world and across the centuries,
but a living institution that draws young and old, spiritual and
secular, together to share ideas, to share memories, and simply
to share a moment in time.

As you scan the pages of this newsletter, you will see how the
Center for Jewish History is bringing together the past, the
present, and the future of the Jewish experience. It is the Center,
through the work of its Partners that is helping to preserve the
stories of our ancestors – from those who settled in New York
in the last century, to those who helped rescue Jews from Soviet
oppression. The story of Jewish people is told in many different
ways at the Center for Jewish History.

The Center for Jewish History
is not just a vivid window into
the past, but also an active
portal to the future. We invite
you to explore further all that
the Center has to offer; and
we thank you deeply for your
continued support.

On any given day, one could visit the Center and learn about
Jewish insight into the world-renowned theories of Freud –
and gain a new understanding of the crisis in Iraq through an
exploration of that country’s once strong and influential Jewish
population. And it is the Center that is finding ways to make Jewish
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Annual Hedge Fund Event

In Memoriam

On November 15, the Center for Jewish History will once again
host a special evening for hedge fund managers, investors, and
service providers, exploring “The History of Jewish Involvement
in Business and Finance.” The event, chaired by William A. Ackman
and Joseph S. Steinberg, will include a keynote address, dinner,
and breakout sessions on a variety of stimulating business-related
topics of historical significance.

The Center for Jewish History mourns the passing of its architect Richard Blinder and one of its founders Leon Levy, who also served as the
former chairman of the American Sephardi Federation. Both men were instrumental in having the wisdom and vision to create the Center
and make it one of the most important historic and cultural institutions dedicated to preserving and presenting the Jewish experience.

Highlighting the event will be a keynote presentation by author
Tal Ben-Shahar, a lecturer at Harvard University who teaches
business leaders and students how to lead happy lives. His
course on “Positive Psychology” – often taught to a standing-room
only attendance – is the most popular course at Harvard,
while his course on “The Psychology of Leadership” is the third
most popular. He is the author of The Question of Happiness:
On Finding Meaning, Pleasure, and the Ultimate Currency, and
is currently on sabbatical writing a new book, The Permission
to Be Human.
Following Ben-Shahar’s keynote address, attendees will
participate in one of six breakout sessions. Topics and speakers
are: “Trailblazers of Capitalism: Jews and Commerce in a Global
Perspective,” Derek Penslar, University of Toronto; “Show Me
the Money: American Jews and the Pursuit of Material Success,”
Jenna Weissman-Joselit, Princeton University; “The Almighty
Dollar: American Jews and their Overseas Philanthropy,”
Rebecca Kobrin, Columbia University.
Also, “Jewish Music Entrepreneurs: The Business of Rock and
Roll,” Jonathan Karp, Binghamton University-SUNY; “What’s
Funny about Jews and Money?”, Eddy Portnoy, Ph.D. candidate
at the Jewish Theological Seminary and former Center for Jewish
History Fellow; and “Oscar Solomon Straus & the Straus Family:
Exploring a Family Dynasty,” Oscar S. Schafer, O.S.S. Capital
Management and Joan Adler of the Straus Historical Society.
In addition, the event is being
co-chaired by Kenneth Abramowitz,
NGN Capital; Bruce Berkowitz,
Fairholme Capital Management;
David P. Berkowitz, Festina Lente
Capital Management; David Einhorn,
Greenlight Capital; Daniel S. Loeb,
Third Point Management Company;
Charles J. Rose, Ardsley Partners;
Oscar S. Schafer, O.S.S. Capital
Management; and Bruce Slovin,
1 Eleven Associates.
For more information about the event, please visit us online at
www.hedgefund.cjh.org.

Teens Track Clues to Their Jewish Roots In Summer
Research Fellowship Program
How do you get a group of teenagers excited
about exploring their Jewish roots? It’s easier
than you might think: You offer them a Fellowship
in the Samberg Family History Program…
give them the tools and skills to trace their
family tree… throw in some film, food, field
trips and other teen-friendly perks – and voilà!
You’ve got a group of teenagers with newfound
enthusiasm for Jewish history and a deeper
personal connection to their Jewish heritage.
This summer marked the fourth annual session
in the Samberg Family History Program, an
initiative of the Center for Jewish History with
its partner the American Jewish Historical
Society – and it was the most successful to date,
graduating a record 44 Fellows. Among them
was 15-year-old Joey Katz, who had a particularly
thrilling experience. He was able to discover

records of his long-lost great-grandparents
in the YIVO collections at the Center.
Prior to the summer, Joey knew little of his
family’s ancestry and had never seen a photo
of his great-grandparents.
But with guidance in genealogical research
techniques from the Samberg Program staff
and mentors, and access to the wealth of
archives housed by the five partners at
the Center, the New York City high school
student found articles, photographs, and
other records and was able to learn that his
great-grandfather was one of three founders
of the First Tarlow Congregation of Tarlow,
Poland, where he served as president
and financial secretary.

The Samberg Family History Program is
open to high school students, ages 14-18,
and offers students an opportunity to
learn genealogical research methods,
visit areas of historic significance to
Jewish people in New York City, and
conduct independent research on their
own family histories.
Tuition is provided by a generous grant
from The Samberg Family Foundation.

Catalog Approaches Launch on the Web
By year’s end, visitors interested in browsing
the wealth of holdings at the Center for Jewish
History will be able to do so from the comfort
of their home computer – or anywhere else
with Internet access. That is because the
Center’s Online Public Access Catalog (OPAC)
is nearly ready to launch into universal
availability via the World Wide Web.
It has been an ambitious, multi-year endeavor
to create the unified, online catalog, which
provides integrated access to the vast library,
archive, and museum collections of all the
Center’s five partner organizations. Last
February we loaded 280,000 records into the
OPAC and the partner staff began to work
in the new system. Since then, Center and
partner staff have added more than 50,000
new records. Now it won’t be long until anyone

can search the online catalog from anywhere
– and have access to a continually growing
number of records.
In most research institutions, the term ‘OPAC’
refers to providing users with computer
searches to find books,” said Robert Sink,
chief archivist.

“Our vision was to have a single system that
functions like a traditional OPAC but provides
access to all books, archival collections,
museum objects, and digital images. Almost
no other research institution has linked its
collection management systems and provided
their users with a single search across all
those formats. ”

Already, there are more than 330,000
bibliographic records in the Center for Jewish
History OPAC, representing all the partners’
archival collections and more than two thirds
of their books. In time, the goal is for there to
be an entry for each and every item or collection
held by the Center’s five partners. Users of
the OPAC will be able to search the holdings
by many different criteria, including name,
subject, geographic area, date, and format.
Behind the scenes, the OPAC also provides
archivists, librarians, curators, and registrars
with an efficient asset management system
for their Jewish heritage collections.
Once the final touches are in place, the online
catalog will be accessible through a link on
the Center’s Web site, at www.cjh.org.
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American Jewish Historical Society

Genealogy Institute: Helping Family Trees Grow
Tracing one’s family tree can be a challenging
process for anyone, but particularly when the
roots of that tree are Jewish. Clearly, events
of the past two centuries have splintered the
branches of many Jewish families, with relatives
lost during the Holocaust, or displaced by
migration, war, and the Iron Curtain.
That is where the Center for Jewish History’s
Genealogy Institute can help. Through the
vast archival records of the Center’s five
partner organizations, and a skilled support
staff, the Genealogy Institute is able to assist
individuals in reconnecting with long-lost
relatives, or finding meaningful information
that reveals where they came from and how
their family’s experience fits into the broader
context of Jewish and world history.

“Through its partners, the Center for Jewish
History is home to over 100 million archival
documents and a half million books, which
include family histories, memoirs, correspondence, personal papers of prominent and
less well-known individuals, and records of
communal, cultural, political and professional
organizations,” he added. “Among these
sources are many documents with information
about individuals and families – which
increases dramatically the opportunity for
individuals to find the information they’re
seeking about their roots.”

The Center for Jewish History Genealogy
Institute is open Monday to Thursday, 9:30 a.m.
to 5:00 p.m., or whenever the Lillian Goldman
Reading Room is open. Additional information,
and fact sheets on topics including how to get
started on a search, are also available on the
Center’s Web site at www.cjh.org.

From the early 1960s until the fall of the Soviet
Union, Jewish individuals and organizations in
North America worked tirelessly to persuade
the Soviet Union to allow its Jewish citizens
to emigrate freely. When refuseniks who
were denied exit visas faced loss of income,
harassment and even prison, their Jewish
and non-Jewish allies in the United States,
Canada, Israel and elsewhere made efforts
to liberate them.
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Clare McVicker Ward, Moses-Loeb family genealogy, 1980, AJHS P-357.

The Genealogy Institute maintains an openstack genealogy reference library containing
books, periodicals, maps, and a variety of
electronic resources including online databases, CD-ROMs, and more. Professional staff
and experienced volunteers orient patrons
to the Center’s extensive resources, and also
conduct workshops for beginning researchers,
highlighting the scope of genealogical resources
in the partners’ collections.

“Because of its location within the Center
for Jewish History, the Genealogy Institute
is uniquely able to serve as the gateway to the
enormous wealth of genealogical resources in
the partners’ collections,” said Bruce Slovin,
chairman of the Center.

Stated AJHS chairman Kenneth J. Bialkin,
“The Movement kept the American Jewish
community’s post-Holocaust pledge that
‘Never Again’ would we stand by and allow our
fellow Jews anywhere in the world to suffer
from discrimination or intolerance. American
Jews can be proud of what the movement
accomplished. We at AJHS are determined
that the historical record of the American
Soviet Jewry Movement will not be forgotten.”

Grants from NEH, UJA

Established by the Center partners and the
Jewish Genealogical Society in 2000, the
Genealogy Institute assists a wide variety of lay,
academic, and professional researchers from
around the world. It offers reference services
both on-site at the Center for Jewish History
and by telephone, fax, letter, and e-mail.

As the Genealogy Institute continues to evolve,
its goals for the future include creating a
variety of searchable online indexes to provide
better access to the resources of the partners’
collections, and developing additional
research guides to ensure that its reference
assistance is as comprehensive as possible.

Initiative to Preserve the History of the
American Soviet Jewry Movement

The eventual success of this movement
contributed to the dissolution of the Soviet
empire – and now the American Jewish
Historical Society is taking steps to assure
that the record of that success is not forgotten,
through a major initiative called the American
Soviet Jewry Movement Archive Project.
In launching this project, AJHS plans to create
the most comprehensive collection possible
of materials documenting the American
campaign to rescue Soviet Jews. To assemble
a definitive archive of the American Soviet
Jewry Movement, the organization will gather
oral histories and collect personal papers,
photographs, posters, broadsides, news releases, organizational records, videotapes, and
films that detail American Jewry’s efforts, in
conjunction with members of Congress
and prominent Christian allies, to liberate
the oppressed Jews in the Soviet Union.

Helping launch the initiative, AJHS has
secured two significant grants to help it record
and preserve the movement’s history and
accomplishments. The National Endowment
for the Humanities, a federal agency, has
awarded a sizable grant to support preservation
of materials currently owned by AJHS,
including records of the National Conference
on Soviet Jewry and the Union of Councils
for Soviet Jews. Additionally, UJA-Federation
of New York has provided an emergency
grant to transport more than 1,000 boxes
of additional archival materials to AJHS
headquarters in New York.
As part of the project, AJHS plans to initiate
an oral history archive of interviews with
activists and leaders of the American effort
– an urgent task as many of those who were
involved have never gone on record. AJHS
is also actively seeking donations of personal
papers, organizational records, and memorabilia
still in private hands that might be at risk
of being lost or discarded.
“Without action to gather and preserve these
materials immediately, the memory of one
of the greatest moments in American history
will be lost,” Bialkin said. “While AJHS
already holds a significant amount of archival
materials on the movement, these are only
a small portion of the entire record, all of
which deserves preservation.”

Help AJHS with this landmark
endeavor by supporting the
North American Soviet Jewry
Movement. To learn more
about how you can help,
please contact Cathy Krugman
at (212) 294-6164 or email
cathy@ajhs.org

Exhibit Spotlight
Photographic Study of
the Lower East Side, 1934
In 1929, the City of New York made
plans to redevelop the Lower East Side,
threatening to dissolve the vibrant
Jewish community that had existed
there since the 1880s. Knowing this,
J.B. Lightman set out with his camera
to document the neighborhood before
it disappeared.
The City’s vision of the future and
Lightman’s view of the past provide
a fascinating contrast in “The Photographic Study of the Lower East Side,
1934,” an exhibition opening October 25
and running through March 30, 2007,
at AJHS. The exhibition features new
silver gelatin prints from Lightman’s
originalnegatives alongside period
maps and architects’ renderings of the
neighborhood’s streets and buildings.
Together, they capture the tension over
what this neighborhood meant and how
it would be remembered.

AJHS is forming advisory committees of
former activists, academics, and communal
professionals to assist in the progress of
the project, which is expected to require
several years to complete.
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documents and a half million books, which
include family histories, memoirs, correspondence, personal papers of prominent and
less well-known individuals, and records of
communal, cultural, political and professional
organizations,” he added. “Among these
sources are many documents with information
about individuals and families – which
increases dramatically the opportunity for
individuals to find the information they’re
seeking about their roots.”

The Center for Jewish History Genealogy
Institute is open Monday to Thursday, 9:30 a.m.
to 5:00 p.m., or whenever the Lillian Goldman
Reading Room is open. Additional information,
and fact sheets on topics including how to get
started on a search, are also available on the
Center’s Web site at www.cjh.org.

From the early 1960s until the fall of the Soviet
Union, Jewish individuals and organizations in
North America worked tirelessly to persuade
the Soviet Union to allow its Jewish citizens
to emigrate freely. When refuseniks who
were denied exit visas faced loss of income,
harassment and even prison, their Jewish
and non-Jewish allies in the United States,
Canada, Israel and elsewhere made efforts
to liberate them.
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Clare McVicker Ward, Moses-Loeb family genealogy, 1980, AJHS P-357.

The Genealogy Institute maintains an openstack genealogy reference library containing
books, periodicals, maps, and a variety of
electronic resources including online databases, CD-ROMs, and more. Professional staff
and experienced volunteers orient patrons
to the Center’s extensive resources, and also
conduct workshops for beginning researchers,
highlighting the scope of genealogical resources
in the partners’ collections.

“Because of its location within the Center
for Jewish History, the Genealogy Institute
is uniquely able to serve as the gateway to the
enormous wealth of genealogical resources in
the partners’ collections,” said Bruce Slovin,
chairman of the Center.

Stated AJHS chairman Kenneth J. Bialkin,
“The Movement kept the American Jewish
community’s post-Holocaust pledge that
‘Never Again’ would we stand by and allow our
fellow Jews anywhere in the world to suffer
from discrimination or intolerance. American
Jews can be proud of what the movement
accomplished. We at AJHS are determined
that the historical record of the American
Soviet Jewry Movement will not be forgotten.”

Grants from NEH, UJA

Established by the Center partners and the
Jewish Genealogical Society in 2000, the
Genealogy Institute assists a wide variety of lay,
academic, and professional researchers from
around the world. It offers reference services
both on-site at the Center for Jewish History
and by telephone, fax, letter, and e-mail.

As the Genealogy Institute continues to evolve,
its goals for the future include creating a
variety of searchable online indexes to provide
better access to the resources of the partners’
collections, and developing additional
research guides to ensure that its reference
assistance is as comprehensive as possible.

Initiative to Preserve the History of the
American Soviet Jewry Movement

The eventual success of this movement
contributed to the dissolution of the Soviet
empire – and now the American Jewish
Historical Society is taking steps to assure
that the record of that success is not forgotten,
through a major initiative called the American
Soviet Jewry Movement Archive Project.
In launching this project, AJHS plans to create
the most comprehensive collection possible
of materials documenting the American
campaign to rescue Soviet Jews. To assemble
a definitive archive of the American Soviet
Jewry Movement, the organization will gather
oral histories and collect personal papers,
photographs, posters, broadsides, news releases, organizational records, videotapes, and
films that detail American Jewry’s efforts, in
conjunction with members of Congress
and prominent Christian allies, to liberate
the oppressed Jews in the Soviet Union.

Helping launch the initiative, AJHS has
secured two significant grants to help it record
and preserve the movement’s history and
accomplishments. The National Endowment
for the Humanities, a federal agency, has
awarded a sizable grant to support preservation
of materials currently owned by AJHS,
including records of the National Conference
on Soviet Jewry and the Union of Councils
for Soviet Jews. Additionally, UJA-Federation
of New York has provided an emergency
grant to transport more than 1,000 boxes
of additional archival materials to AJHS
headquarters in New York.
As part of the project, AJHS plans to initiate
an oral history archive of interviews with
activists and leaders of the American effort
– an urgent task as many of those who were
involved have never gone on record. AJHS
is also actively seeking donations of personal
papers, organizational records, and memorabilia
still in private hands that might be at risk
of being lost or discarded.
“Without action to gather and preserve these
materials immediately, the memory of one
of the greatest moments in American history
will be lost,” Bialkin said. “While AJHS
already holds a significant amount of archival
materials on the movement, these are only
a small portion of the entire record, all of
which deserves preservation.”

Help AJHS with this landmark
endeavor by supporting the
North American Soviet Jewry
Movement. To learn more
about how you can help,
please contact Cathy Krugman
at (212) 294-6164 or email
cathy@ajhs.org

Exhibit Spotlight
Photographic Study of
the Lower East Side, 1934
In 1929, the City of New York made
plans to redevelop the Lower East Side,
threatening to dissolve the vibrant
Jewish community that had existed
there since the 1880s. Knowing this,
J.B. Lightman set out with his camera
to document the neighborhood before
it disappeared.
The City’s vision of the future and
Lightman’s view of the past provide
a fascinating contrast in “The Photographic Study of the Lower East Side,
1934,” an exhibition opening October 25
and running through March 30, 2007,
at AJHS. The exhibition features new
silver gelatin prints from Lightman’s
originalnegatives alongside period
maps and architects’ renderings of the
neighborhood’s streets and buildings.
Together, they capture the tension over
what this neighborhood meant and how
it would be remembered.

AJHS is forming advisory committees of
former activists, academics, and communal
professionals to assist in the progress of
the project, which is expected to require
several years to complete.
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Noteworthy New Program Explored Jewish Life
in the World of Islam

Reinforcing the German Connection

American Sephardi Federation

With Iraq dramatically thrust before the eyes
of the world on a daily basis, the American
Sephardi Federation created a unique
opportunity to go beyond the headlines –
and to uncover one of the most fascinating
chapters of Jewish history.
In November, ASF presented Back to Babylon:
2600 Years of Jewish Life in Iraq, a four-day
program exploring the venerablae and
multi-faceted culture of Iraqi Jewry. The event
marked the first in a series of programs and
festive dinners that ASF is launching under
the title “Historic Jewish Communities in the
World of Islam.”
“Babylon is one of the birthplaces of the Jewish
people from the earliest of times, and the
place where the foundations of Judaism as
we know it were constructed,” said David
Dangoor, ASF president. “Today’s Iraq and the
war of ‘liberation’ are a topic of conversation
for people around the world. However, the
fact that this is the site where the oldest,
longest surviving, and certainly one of the
most influential Jewish communities in
history resided until recently is generally
forgotten.”
Held November 2-5, Back to Babylon: 2600
Years of Jewish Life in Iraq began with
the opening of a special exhibition of art and
artifacts from private collections, as well as
photographs from London’s Jewish Museum
depicting Jewish life in Iraq. Events also
included film screenings, a concert of Iraqi
Jewish music, a symposium headlined by
scholars from Israel and North America,
and an Iraqi-themed community Shabbat
celebration highlighting the spectacular
Iraqi-Jewish cuisine.
In conjunction with the program, ASF has
announced the creation of the Sephardi
Leadership Awards, which will honor
community leaders, benefactors, and scholars
who in the course of their careers have

6

contributed to preserve the legacy of their
communities. The first annual awards ceremony
will recognize seven honorees from the IraqiJewish community, and will take place during
an inaugural Benefit Dinner to be held on
November 30 at the Pierre Hotel. Keynote
speaker for the dinner will be Ezra K. Zilkha.

Dynamic Agenda
The vibrant approach of the program was
designed to engage the community at large
by surveying many crucial historical, religious,
cultural, artistic and political themes, from
the dawn of Jewish civilization to modernity.
“The seminal relationship between the Jewish
people and Mesopotamia is one of the central
aspects of Judaism,” Dangoor noted. “Abraham
left the land between the Tigris and the
Euphrates in order to ‘discover himself’ as the
forefather of Israel. Yet, it was the road back
to Babylon after the destruction of the Temple
of Solomon (586 BCE) that led the Jewish
people to establish its canons: the Bible, the
Prophetical tradition, and later Rabbinical
Judaism, the Talmud and Synagogue liturgy.”
Back to Babylon was dedicated to the memory
of the late Meir Basri Z’L (1911-2006), who
served as the last President of the Jewish
community in Iraq and was a man of letters,
a poet, an economist, and a historian. Key
speakers included distinguished professors
Shmuel Moreh and Shalom Sabar, Hebrew
University; Lev Hakak and Yona Sabar, UCLA;
Naim Kattan, University of Quebec, Norman
Golb, University of Chicago; and Yaakov
Elman, Yeshiva University.
As a complement to its “Historic Jewish
Communities in the World of Islam” program,
ASF plans to develop a comprehensive Web
site. The site will include unique materials
and records documenting the history, culture,
heritage, and significant contributions of the
Jewish communities both in their Islamic

lands of origin and their new countries of
residence. It will be funded by proceeds from
the series, beginning with Back to Babylon.
“It is in the spirit of multiculturalism, of love
for knowledge and for historical truth that
the American Sephardi Federation invites
all to participate in the unprecedented
opportunity to explore the wealth of the Iraqi
Jewish heritage and its teachings, as a tool to
understanding the challenges of the present,”
said Dangoor.

©The London Jewish Museum

Exhibit Spotlight
BY THE RIVERS OF BABYLON:
Photographs from the London
Jewish Museum
A photographic and textual exploration
of the Iraqi Jewish community from the
exile to Babylon 2,600 years ago through
to the present day. Photographs from the
London Jewish Museum.

BAGHDAD REVISITED:
Iraqi Jewish Art and Artifacts
from Private Collections
Ritual objects, memorabilia, photographs
and documents depicting the Iraqi
Jewish heritage as it is preserved and
perpetuated in the Diaspora.

Leo Baeck Institute

After more than 50 years in existence as the
foremost repository for documentation on
the history and culture of German-speaking
(Central European) Jewry, Leo Baeck
Institute is strengthening the connection
that seems almost self-evident: the connection
to Germany.

this took place in the nation that systematically
sought to destroy all Jews and all traces
of Jewish life, family, and culture – indeed,
the nation that forced the world to rethink
notions of good and evil – is now forcing the
world to think again about the possibility of
redemption.

Since the Jewish Museum Berlin opened in
2001, the archive of Leo Baeck Institute New
York has operated a branch there, filled with
thousands of reels of microfilm of the most
important and most frequently used collections.
The Institute also hosts several events each
year in Berlin, designed primarily to introduce
the German public to Germans whose names
and accomplishments were in many cases
eradicated by the Nazis because they were
Jewish.

“The Leo Baeck Institute can be an important
facilitator in this once almost unimaginable
prospect,” Strauss said. “We were honored to
host a special luncheon at the Institute for
the Minister President of Saxony, the region
where the rabbinical ordination took place
(Dresden). Minister President Milbradt
and his wife were especially interested in
looking at some of the remarkable documents
catalogued at Leo Baeck Institute concerning
the Jewish community of Saxony, some going
back to the 17th century.”

“There is currently a growing receptivity by
Germans to reintegrating the pre-war Jewish
part of their past with German pre-war
developments – not as separate and distinct,
but as an integral part of the continuum of
history,” said Carol Strauss, LBI’s executive
director. “At Leo Baeck Institute, we are very
sensitive to the changing trends of historical
scholarship because research requests to our
library and archives reflect these interests.
European cultural history is once again
fashionable in Europe, and German cultural
history is very popular in Germany. Were it
not for the Leo Beck Institute, much of the
documentation that is now available would
have been destroyed. Fortunately, it is part
of the permanent record catalogued in our
archives.”
Jews around the world recently celebrated
the ordination of three Rabbis in Germany,
the first such event in more than 60 years.
In the U.S., the ordination of three Rabbis is a
non-event; hundreds of young men and women
are so consecrated each year. But the fact that

This interest is likely to be shared by more
and more Germans, as exposure to Jews in
Germany increases. The numbers of Jews
already are significant, but the question is,
how German are they (mainly Russian-born)
and how Jewish (mainly not raised in the
Jewish tradition). So while the history that
is catalogued at Leo Baeck Institute is not
“their” history, it is very definitely German
history. However, other issues that face this
new influx, questions of immigration and
minority rights and assimilation, are also
catalogued at Leo Baeck Institute, and these
matters are relevant to peoples everywhere.
“Leo Baeck Institute was of necessity
established ‘in exile,’ far removed from its
roots,” Strauss stated. “It seems that the
German connection, never entirely severed,
is now desperately seeking normalization from
both sides, which means closer ties than at
any time in the last 60 years. The founders of
Leo Baeck Institute never seemed to doubt
the prospect of this outcome.”

Exhibit Spotlight
Erwin Piscator:
Politcal Theater in Exile
A look at Piscator’s impact on the
development of the modern theater
from his avant-garde productions at
the Epic Theater in Weimar, Berlin,
to his innovative contributions to the
American stage.
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in the World of Islam

Reinforcing the German Connection

American Sephardi Federation

With Iraq dramatically thrust before the eyes
of the world on a daily basis, the American
Sephardi Federation created a unique
opportunity to go beyond the headlines –
and to uncover one of the most fascinating
chapters of Jewish history.
In November, ASF presented Back to Babylon:
2600 Years of Jewish Life in Iraq, a four-day
program exploring the venerablae and
multi-faceted culture of Iraqi Jewry. The event
marked the first in a series of programs and
festive dinners that ASF is launching under
the title “Historic Jewish Communities in the
World of Islam.”
“Babylon is one of the birthplaces of the Jewish
people from the earliest of times, and the
place where the foundations of Judaism as
we know it were constructed,” said David
Dangoor, ASF president. “Today’s Iraq and the
war of ‘liberation’ are a topic of conversation
for people around the world. However, the
fact that this is the site where the oldest,
longest surviving, and certainly one of the
most influential Jewish communities in
history resided until recently is generally
forgotten.”
Held November 2-5, Back to Babylon: 2600
Years of Jewish Life in Iraq began with
the opening of a special exhibition of art and
artifacts from private collections, as well as
photographs from London’s Jewish Museum
depicting Jewish life in Iraq. Events also
included film screenings, a concert of Iraqi
Jewish music, a symposium headlined by
scholars from Israel and North America,
and an Iraqi-themed community Shabbat
celebration highlighting the spectacular
Iraqi-Jewish cuisine.
In conjunction with the program, ASF has
announced the creation of the Sephardi
Leadership Awards, which will honor
community leaders, benefactors, and scholars
who in the course of their careers have
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contributed to preserve the legacy of their
communities. The first annual awards ceremony
will recognize seven honorees from the IraqiJewish community, and will take place during
an inaugural Benefit Dinner to be held on
November 30 at the Pierre Hotel. Keynote
speaker for the dinner will be Ezra K. Zilkha.

Dynamic Agenda
The vibrant approach of the program was
designed to engage the community at large
by surveying many crucial historical, religious,
cultural, artistic and political themes, from
the dawn of Jewish civilization to modernity.
“The seminal relationship between the Jewish
people and Mesopotamia is one of the central
aspects of Judaism,” Dangoor noted. “Abraham
left the land between the Tigris and the
Euphrates in order to ‘discover himself’ as the
forefather of Israel. Yet, it was the road back
to Babylon after the destruction of the Temple
of Solomon (586 BCE) that led the Jewish
people to establish its canons: the Bible, the
Prophetical tradition, and later Rabbinical
Judaism, the Talmud and Synagogue liturgy.”
Back to Babylon was dedicated to the memory
of the late Meir Basri Z’L (1911-2006), who
served as the last President of the Jewish
community in Iraq and was a man of letters,
a poet, an economist, and a historian. Key
speakers included distinguished professors
Shmuel Moreh and Shalom Sabar, Hebrew
University; Lev Hakak and Yona Sabar, UCLA;
Naim Kattan, University of Quebec, Norman
Golb, University of Chicago; and Yaakov
Elman, Yeshiva University.
As a complement to its “Historic Jewish
Communities in the World of Islam” program,
ASF plans to develop a comprehensive Web
site. The site will include unique materials
and records documenting the history, culture,
heritage, and significant contributions of the
Jewish communities both in their Islamic

lands of origin and their new countries of
residence. It will be funded by proceeds from
the series, beginning with Back to Babylon.
“It is in the spirit of multiculturalism, of love
for knowledge and for historical truth that
the American Sephardi Federation invites
all to participate in the unprecedented
opportunity to explore the wealth of the Iraqi
Jewish heritage and its teachings, as a tool to
understanding the challenges of the present,”
said Dangoor.
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exile to Babylon 2,600 years ago through
to the present day. Photographs from the
London Jewish Museum.
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foremost repository for documentation on
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2001, the archive of Leo Baeck Institute New
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thousands of reels of microfilm of the most
important and most frequently used collections.
The Institute also hosts several events each
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library and archives reflect these interests.
European cultural history is once again
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documentation that is now available would
have been destroyed. Fortunately, it is part
of the permanent record catalogued in our
archives.”
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the first such event in more than 60 years.
In the U.S., the ordination of three Rabbis is a
non-event; hundreds of young men and women
are so consecrated each year. But the fact that

This interest is likely to be shared by more
and more Germans, as exposure to Jews in
Germany increases. The numbers of Jews
already are significant, but the question is,
how German are they (mainly Russian-born)
and how Jewish (mainly not raised in the
Jewish tradition). So while the history that
is catalogued at Leo Baeck Institute is not
“their” history, it is very definitely German
history. However, other issues that face this
new influx, questions of immigration and
minority rights and assimilation, are also
catalogued at Leo Baeck Institute, and these
matters are relevant to peoples everywhere.
“Leo Baeck Institute was of necessity
established ‘in exile,’ far removed from its
roots,” Strauss stated. “It seems that the
German connection, never entirely severed,
is now desperately seeking normalization from
both sides, which means closer ties than at
any time in the last 60 years. The founders of
Leo Baeck Institute never seemed to doubt
the prospect of this outcome.”
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Yeshiva University Museum

YIVO Institute for Jewish Research

HOLOCAUST IMAGES, MEDIEVAL MARKETS – AND BIRDS

Delving into the Archival Treasures of
New York’s Jewish Heritage

More than 60 years after World War II, the
Holocaust continues, with ever-increasing
potency, to influence countless numbers
of Jewish and non-Jewish artists – and a
quartet of exhibitions at the Yeshiva University
Museum this fall demonstrates that fact with
remarkable variety.

established a puppet theatre; and through
her hand-made puppets, displayed nearby,
she relives chapters in her life that for many
years she tried to expunge from her memory.
The film and puppets are on display through
January 28.

In the main floor Popper Gallery is Resistance
and Memory in Belgium, 1940-1945,
a documentary installation by Anne Griffin,
professor of Political Science at Cooper Union
for Advancement of Science and Art, and
photographer Jean-Marc Gourdon. The
exhibition, which runs through January 14,
presents wartime images and contemporary
portraits as it tells the story of the courageous
men and women, Jews and non-Jews, who actively
resisted the Nazi occupation of Belgium.

In its newest experiential exhibition, YUM
invites young audiences to travel back in
time to the year 1000, with Exploring the
North Atlantic: Traders, Scholars and
Vikings. Once there, youngsters can board
a Viking trading ship, and visit a medieval
market to examine such commodities as
parchment, quills, reindeer hides, and medieval
coins. Plus, in an imaginative recreation of
Rashi’s study in Troyes, France, they can handle
writing implements such as wax tablets,
inkhorns, and feather quills; match manuscript
facsimiles with contemporary Bible pages
that they study from; and examine objects of
medieval daily life mentioned by Rashi in his
commentaries.

In the Winnick Gallery through January 28 is
The Holocaust in the Paintings of Valentin
Lustig, offering mythical scenes of village
life in Cluj, Romania, where Lustig was born
after the war and from which thousands of
Jews were deported to death camps. Lustig’s
meticulously crafted paintings offer realistic
depictions of townspeople, animals, village
architecture, and the victims themselves
hovering everywhere – all juxtaposed to
create highly symbolic tableaux.
Completing the quartet of exhibits is At the
Altar of Her Memories, a film by Tova BeckFriedman that relates, through puppets and
historic photographs, the Auschwitz experience
of her aunt, Bracha Ghilai. Following her
liberation, Ghilai moved to Israel and

During the last century, more than 2.7 million
Jews arrived in America – some seeking new
opportunity in a new land, many escaping
poverty, anti-Semitism, Communisam or Nazi
persecution. Who those immigrants were, how
they were able to survive and acculturate to
American life, and the tremendous contributions
they ultimately made to all aspects of society in
New York provide one of history’s most riveting
human stories – but a story whose details were
in danger of being lost forever.

A Step Back in Time

A variety of age-appropriate educational
programs based on the exhibition, including
gallery activities and art workshops, is
available for school groups by appointment.
Please call (212) 294-8330 for more information.

Exhibit Spotlight
Max Stern Collection
of Judaica
As founder of the Hartz Mountain pet product
company, the late philanthropist Max Stern had
a clear affinity for birds – so it is not surprising
that when he began collecting Judaica treasures,
he was drawn to objects featuring a bird motif.
In all, Stern amassed a collection of over 400
Jewish ceremonial pieces, a collection that was
willed to the Yeshiva University Museum when
he died in 1982.
Now on display in the Museum Arcade, the Max
Stern Collection includes ceremonial objects,
books and textiles dating from the 17th century
to the present, and ranging in origin from across
Europe, to North Africa and the Middle East.
Through the generosity of Max’s son Leonard
Stern, chairman of The Hartz Group, a Web
catalog of digital images of the collection will
be online by the end of the year.

Torah Crown, Russia (?), 1834 Silver: gilt, stamped, cast, punched. YU Musuem, The Max Stern Collection

In YUM’s second floor gallery is Vincent
Capraro’s Vision: Paintings and Drawings,
a powerful exhibition that captures the
horror of the Holocaust in works reminiscent
of Goya. An Italian-American Catholic, Capraro
served in the U.S. Army during WWII, and
his superbly crafted paintings and drawings,
on display through November 5, reflect both
his personal abhorrence of Fascism and his
intense feeling for humanity.
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That will not now be the case, thanks to a
groundbreaking three-year project being
launched by the YIVO Institute for Jewish
Research and funded by a major grant from
the Howard P. Milstein Foundation. Through
the Howard P. Milstein Foundation Jewish
Communal Archive Project, the wealth of
records currently archived by five Jewish
social service agencies in New York will be
researched by YIVO as a first step in the goal
of preserving them for the benefit of scholars,
historians, and future generations.
“The coming of Jews to America in the 20th
century is one of the ten most important
events in Jewish history,” said Bruce Slovin,
YIVO’s chairman. “Without the assistance of
the UJA-Federation of Jewish Philanthropies
directed social service agencies, it would
have been extremely difficult for those Jews
to settle in New York and start a new life in a
new country. As a result, these five agencies

have amassed a vast and extraordinarily rich
archive of documents, photographs, films,
and other materials that, taken together,
document the entire history of the organized
New York Jewish community.”
Added YIVO executive director Dr. Carl J.
Rheins, “The Milstein Project was developed
in response to a growing concern for the
survival of the Jewish communal archive,
and we are grateful to Mr. Milstein and the
Foundation for providing this exceptional
opportunity to organize and begin the process
of preserving these priceless records.”
In undertaking the project, YIVO will draw
on its six decades of archival experience as
the premier repository for Jewish communal
records. The Institute will work in close
collaboration with the participating agencies
– the Educational Alliance, F.E.G.S. Health
and Human Services System, the 92nd Street Y,
Surprise Lake Camp, and the New York
Association for New Americans (NYANA) –
all of which were chosen for the importance
of their contributions to New York Jewish
history and for the significance of their
institutional archives. Their archives provide
a snapshot of how the agencies and their
leaders welcomed new immigrants and
provided them shelter, training, employment,
counseling, and other services critical
to starting a new life on American soil.

Multi-Faceted Undertaking
The Howard P. Milstein Foundation Jewish
Communal Archive Project will launch with
a survey of the five agencies’ archives, as well
as Jewish agency records currently deposited
in the YIVO archives, to identify the historically
valuable portions. The survey will provide
a springboard for additional activities and
products over the project’s three-year time
span, including a Web site that will incorporate
the results of the archival survey as well as a
gallery of digitized documents from each of
the archives; a publication that will summarize
the survey results and include an index of
research topics discovered during the course
of the survey; a conference and symposia on
Jewish Social, Cultural and Political History,
with topics drawn from the archival resources
discovered during the project; and Research
Fellowships that will be awarded to conference
presenters.
In addition, an Academic Advisory Committee
is being formed to provide intellectual
assistance in the project. The committee
will be comprised of university historians,
professionals from the five participating
agencies, and communal activists.

Benefactor Helps YIVO Preserve
Treasures from Yiddish Theater
Eli Broad was too young to have attended performances
on Manhattan’s Lower East Side when Yiddish theater was
in its heyday in the early 1900s. But his memories of the
joy those performances brought his parents was enough
to inspire him to make a substantial donation to YIVO for
restoration, archiving, and a permanent display of Yiddish
theater memorabilia.
Broad, a Los Angeles financier and philanthropist,
remembers his Lithuanian immigrant parents discussing
the Yiddish plays they had seen when he was a young
child growing up in the Bronx. So when he read an article
about the uncertain fate of the theater relics that had
been placed with YIVO – after gathering dust for years
in a building that once housed the now-defunct Hebrew
Actors Union – he decided to take action.

“I still recall some of the names they mentioned,” including
the star Molly Picon, he told 5. “I thought it was an
opportunity to do something in their memory and honor,”
he said of his parents.
The donation, made by the Eli and Edythe L. Broad
Foundation, will be used to clean, restore, and archive
YIVO’s acquired collection of programs, photographs,
costumes, props, music manuscripts, and other material,
as well as to create a permanent display at YIVO’s home
in the Center for Jewish History. Among the items in the
collection are a 1946 telegram sent by Picon from Poland,
describing performances to benefit Holocaust survivors; the
cover page and a page of music manuscript from “Katya’s
Wedding,” by Sholem Secunda, a prominent Yiddish theater
composer; and records of the Hebrew Actors Union showing
payments by Picon and her husband, Jacob Kalich.
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Yeshiva University Museum

YIVO Institute for Jewish Research

HOLOCAUST IMAGES, MEDIEVAL MARKETS – AND BIRDS

Delving into the Archival Treasures of
New York’s Jewish Heritage

More than 60 years after World War II, the
Holocaust continues, with ever-increasing
potency, to influence countless numbers
of Jewish and non-Jewish artists – and a
quartet of exhibitions at the Yeshiva University
Museum this fall demonstrates that fact with
remarkable variety.

established a puppet theatre; and through
her hand-made puppets, displayed nearby,
she relives chapters in her life that for many
years she tried to expunge from her memory.
The film and puppets are on display through
January 28.

In the main floor Popper Gallery is Resistance
and Memory in Belgium, 1940-1945,
a documentary installation by Anne Griffin,
professor of Political Science at Cooper Union
for Advancement of Science and Art, and
photographer Jean-Marc Gourdon. The
exhibition, which runs through January 14,
presents wartime images and contemporary
portraits as it tells the story of the courageous
men and women, Jews and non-Jews, who actively
resisted the Nazi occupation of Belgium.

In its newest experiential exhibition, YUM
invites young audiences to travel back in
time to the year 1000, with Exploring the
North Atlantic: Traders, Scholars and
Vikings. Once there, youngsters can board
a Viking trading ship, and visit a medieval
market to examine such commodities as
parchment, quills, reindeer hides, and medieval
coins. Plus, in an imaginative recreation of
Rashi’s study in Troyes, France, they can handle
writing implements such as wax tablets,
inkhorns, and feather quills; match manuscript
facsimiles with contemporary Bible pages
that they study from; and examine objects of
medieval daily life mentioned by Rashi in his
commentaries.

In the Winnick Gallery through January 28 is
The Holocaust in the Paintings of Valentin
Lustig, offering mythical scenes of village
life in Cluj, Romania, where Lustig was born
after the war and from which thousands of
Jews were deported to death camps. Lustig’s
meticulously crafted paintings offer realistic
depictions of townspeople, animals, village
architecture, and the victims themselves
hovering everywhere – all juxtaposed to
create highly symbolic tableaux.
Completing the quartet of exhibits is At the
Altar of Her Memories, a film by Tova BeckFriedman that relates, through puppets and
historic photographs, the Auschwitz experience
of her aunt, Bracha Ghilai. Following her
liberation, Ghilai moved to Israel and

During the last century, more than 2.7 million
Jews arrived in America – some seeking new
opportunity in a new land, many escaping
poverty, anti-Semitism, Communisam or Nazi
persecution. Who those immigrants were, how
they were able to survive and acculturate to
American life, and the tremendous contributions
they ultimately made to all aspects of society in
New York provide one of history’s most riveting
human stories – but a story whose details were
in danger of being lost forever.

A Step Back in Time

A variety of age-appropriate educational
programs based on the exhibition, including
gallery activities and art workshops, is
available for school groups by appointment.
Please call (212) 294-8330 for more information.

Exhibit Spotlight
Max Stern Collection
of Judaica
As founder of the Hartz Mountain pet product
company, the late philanthropist Max Stern had
a clear affinity for birds – so it is not surprising
that when he began collecting Judaica treasures,
he was drawn to objects featuring a bird motif.
In all, Stern amassed a collection of over 400
Jewish ceremonial pieces, a collection that was
willed to the Yeshiva University Museum when
he died in 1982.
Now on display in the Museum Arcade, the Max
Stern Collection includes ceremonial objects,
books and textiles dating from the 17th century
to the present, and ranging in origin from across
Europe, to North Africa and the Middle East.
Through the generosity of Max’s son Leonard
Stern, chairman of The Hartz Group, a Web
catalog of digital images of the collection will
be online by the end of the year.

Torah Crown, Russia (?), 1834 Silver: gilt, stamped, cast, punched. YU Musuem, The Max Stern Collection

In YUM’s second floor gallery is Vincent
Capraro’s Vision: Paintings and Drawings,
a powerful exhibition that captures the
horror of the Holocaust in works reminiscent
of Goya. An Italian-American Catholic, Capraro
served in the U.S. Army during WWII, and
his superbly crafted paintings and drawings,
on display through November 5, reflect both
his personal abhorrence of Fascism and his
intense feeling for humanity.
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That will not now be the case, thanks to a
groundbreaking three-year project being
launched by the YIVO Institute for Jewish
Research and funded by a major grant from
the Howard P. Milstein Foundation. Through
the Howard P. Milstein Foundation Jewish
Communal Archive Project, the wealth of
records currently archived by five Jewish
social service agencies in New York will be
researched by YIVO as a first step in the goal
of preserving them for the benefit of scholars,
historians, and future generations.
“The coming of Jews to America in the 20th
century is one of the ten most important
events in Jewish history,” said Bruce Slovin,
YIVO’s chairman. “Without the assistance of
the UJA-Federation of Jewish Philanthropies
directed social service agencies, it would
have been extremely difficult for those Jews
to settle in New York and start a new life in a
new country. As a result, these five agencies

have amassed a vast and extraordinarily rich
archive of documents, photographs, films,
and other materials that, taken together,
document the entire history of the organized
New York Jewish community.”
Added YIVO executive director Dr. Carl J.
Rheins, “The Milstein Project was developed
in response to a growing concern for the
survival of the Jewish communal archive,
and we are grateful to Mr. Milstein and the
Foundation for providing this exceptional
opportunity to organize and begin the process
of preserving these priceless records.”
In undertaking the project, YIVO will draw
on its six decades of archival experience as
the premier repository for Jewish communal
records. The Institute will work in close
collaboration with the participating agencies
– the Educational Alliance, F.E.G.S. Health
and Human Services System, the 92nd Street Y,
Surprise Lake Camp, and the New York
Association for New Americans (NYANA) –
all of which were chosen for the importance
of their contributions to New York Jewish
history and for the significance of their
institutional archives. Their archives provide
a snapshot of how the agencies and their
leaders welcomed new immigrants and
provided them shelter, training, employment,
counseling, and other services critical
to starting a new life on American soil.

Multi-Faceted Undertaking
The Howard P. Milstein Foundation Jewish
Communal Archive Project will launch with
a survey of the five agencies’ archives, as well
as Jewish agency records currently deposited
in the YIVO archives, to identify the historically
valuable portions. The survey will provide
a springboard for additional activities and
products over the project’s three-year time
span, including a Web site that will incorporate
the results of the archival survey as well as a
gallery of digitized documents from each of
the archives; a publication that will summarize
the survey results and include an index of
research topics discovered during the course
of the survey; a conference and symposia on
Jewish Social, Cultural and Political History,
with topics drawn from the archival resources
discovered during the project; and Research
Fellowships that will be awarded to conference
presenters.
In addition, an Academic Advisory Committee
is being formed to provide intellectual
assistance in the project. The committee
will be comprised of university historians,
professionals from the five participating
agencies, and communal activists.

Benefactor Helps YIVO Preserve
Treasures from Yiddish Theater
Eli Broad was too young to have attended performances
on Manhattan’s Lower East Side when Yiddish theater was
in its heyday in the early 1900s. But his memories of the
joy those performances brought his parents was enough
to inspire him to make a substantial donation to YIVO for
restoration, archiving, and a permanent display of Yiddish
theater memorabilia.
Broad, a Los Angeles financier and philanthropist,
remembers his Lithuanian immigrant parents discussing
the Yiddish plays they had seen when he was a young
child growing up in the Bronx. So when he read an article
about the uncertain fate of the theater relics that had
been placed with YIVO – after gathering dust for years
in a building that once housed the now-defunct Hebrew
Actors Union – he decided to take action.

“I still recall some of the names they mentioned,” including
the star Molly Picon, he told 5. “I thought it was an
opportunity to do something in their memory and honor,”
he said of his parents.
The donation, made by the Eli and Edythe L. Broad
Foundation, will be used to clean, restore, and archive
YIVO’s acquired collection of programs, photographs,
costumes, props, music manuscripts, and other material,
as well as to create a permanent display at YIVO’s home
in the Center for Jewish History. Among the items in the
collection are a 1946 telegram sent by Picon from Poland,
describing performances to benefit Holocaust survivors; the
cover page and a page of music manuscript from “Katya’s
Wedding,” by Sholem Secunda, a prominent Yiddish theater
composer; and records of the Hebrew Actors Union showing
payments by Picon and her husband, Jacob Kalich.
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Center Names 2006 Fellows
The Center for Jewish History has announced
the awarding of four Fellowships for the
2006-2007 academic year. This year’s Fellows
are: Daniella Doron, New York University,
“Envisioning the Jewish Family: Children,
Gender and Identity in Postwar France, 19441954;” Jeremy Eichler, Columbia University,
“The Musical Migration from Germany to
America, 1930s-1940s: The History of GermanJewish Composers in America;” Dana Herman,
McGill University, “History of the Jewish
Cultural Reconstruction Organization;” and
Laura Jockusch, New York University, “’Collect
and Record! Help to Write the History of
the Latest Destruction!’ Jewish Historical
Commissions in Europe, 1943-1953.”

Since 2002, the Center has offered Fellowships
for doctoral degree candidates working to
complete their dissertation. The awards support
original research in the field of Jewish Studies
as it pertains to one or more of the Center’s
partner organizations’ missions, with preference
given to candidates who draw on the resources
of more than one collection.
Two of the 2005 Fellows have recently presented
papers based on their respective research
conducted at the Center for Jewish History as
part of the Center’s Graduate Seminar Program.
On October 25, Elissa Bemporad, Ph.D. candidate
in history at Stanford University presented
“The Yiddish Experiment in Minsk, 1920-1938;”

and on November 15, Maya Benton, Ph.D.
candidate in history of art at Courtauld
Institute of Art, London, presented “Shuttered
Memories of a Vanishing World: the Deliberate
Photography of Roman Vishniac and its Effect
on Modern Jewish Self-Consciousness.”
Hasia Diner, the Paul S. and Sylvia Steinberg
Professor in American Jewish Studies at New
York University, will coordinate the seminars
as 2006-2007 Center Academic Coordinator.
For more information about the Center’s
Fellowship program, please contact Diane
Spielmann, Director of Public Services, at
dspielmann@cjh.org or visit www.cjh.org.

Analyze This: Center Presents Monday Night Freud Film Series
What does Sigmund Freud have in
common with the movies? For one thing,
both examine the boundaries between
dream and reality, reason and emotion, word
and image. And both are being celebrated
this fall in the Center for Jewish History’s
latest Monday Night Film Series – Film &
Psychoanalysis.

from Ingmar Bergman’s 1966 masterpiece,
Persona, to Woody Allen’s 1983 fictional
documentary, Zelig, to Liliana Cavani’s 1977
Beyond Good and Evil, which tells the story
of Lou Andreas Salome, the only woman
among Freud’s colleagues with whom he
would maintain a long and continuous
correspondence.

Commemorating the 150th anniversary of
the birth of Sigmund Freud, the films in the
Film & Psychoanalysis series were chosen
to explore some of the numerous ways in
which cinema absorbed and elaborated on
Freud’s theories of the unconscious and
investigated his ideas of the human mind,
dreams, language, and symbols. They range

All the films are followed by couch-talks
on Freud, analysis, dreams, religion and
madness, led by an illustrious roster of
experts on psychoanalysis, Freud, and film.
The series runs most Mondays through
December 18, and is made possible by the
generous support of the Brenner Family
Foundation and the Sam Spiegel Foundation.

Save the Date: Freud’s Jewish World

December 2 – 4, 2006.
A conference by Leo Baeck Institute,YIVO
Institute for Jewish Research, and the
Sigmund Freud Archives.
For more information, please call
(718) 728-7416 or email psypsa@aol.com
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Besides donations from an IRA, gifts by will or
through a revocable living trust offer estate
and tax planning benefits to many individuals.
A bequest to the Center for Jewish History can
take several forms. Among these are:
• A specific amount expressed in dollars or in

specified items of property.
• A percentage of the residuary of the estate

(the amount available for distribution after
specific bequests are paid).
You may designate your bequest for a particular
purpose or leave it without restriction for may
also be endowed so that only income and/or
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New Tax Law Adds Incentive for Giving
Supporting the Center for Jewish History
and our Jewish heritage offers satisfaction
whenever you are able to contribute. But now,
significant new tax legislation makes it more
satisfying and economically advantageous.
The pension reform bill signed into law in
August includes an IRA rollover provision that
allows individuals age 70½ and older to make
charitable donations of up to $100,000 from an
IRA without having to count the donation as
taxable income. The provision is in effect for
tax years 2006 and 2007 only, so look into your
heart – and your IRA – and consider making
an extra gift to support the programs and
initiatives of the Center.

The Center for Jewish History proudly recognizes the following donors for their most generous support of its mission: to preserve, research, and
educate by fostering the creation and dissemination of knowledge and by making the historical and cultural record of the Jewish people readily
accessible to scholars, students and the general public. This list includes major gifts received through October 31, 2006. Many significant giving
opportunities remain available at the Center, including the naming of a selection of facilities, fellowships and other programs. Please call our
Development Department at (212) 294-8312 for more information.

portions of the principal may be used by the
Center to carry out the purposes set forth in
your will. What’s more, bequests to the Center
to establish designated, unrestricted, or
endowed funds may be named in honor or in
memory of particular individuals, foundations,
or families, providing a lasting tribute as well
as an invaluable contribution to the Center’s
mission of preserving the Jewish heritage.
For more information on how you can support
the Center for Jewish History, please
call (212) 294-8312 or visit us online at
www.cjh.org
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Center Names 2006 Fellows
The Center for Jewish History has announced
the awarding of four Fellowships for the
2006-2007 academic year. This year’s Fellows
are: Daniella Doron, New York University,
“Envisioning the Jewish Family: Children,
Gender and Identity in Postwar France, 19441954;” Jeremy Eichler, Columbia University,
“The Musical Migration from Germany to
America, 1930s-1940s: The History of GermanJewish Composers in America;” Dana Herman,
McGill University, “History of the Jewish
Cultural Reconstruction Organization;” and
Laura Jockusch, New York University, “’Collect
and Record! Help to Write the History of
the Latest Destruction!’ Jewish Historical
Commissions in Europe, 1943-1953.”

Since 2002, the Center has offered Fellowships
for doctoral degree candidates working to
complete their dissertation. The awards support
original research in the field of Jewish Studies
as it pertains to one or more of the Center’s
partner organizations’ missions, with preference
given to candidates who draw on the resources
of more than one collection.
Two of the 2005 Fellows have recently presented
papers based on their respective research
conducted at the Center for Jewish History as
part of the Center’s Graduate Seminar Program.
On October 25, Elissa Bemporad, Ph.D. candidate
in history at Stanford University presented
“The Yiddish Experiment in Minsk, 1920-1938;”

and on November 15, Maya Benton, Ph.D.
candidate in history of art at Courtauld
Institute of Art, London, presented “Shuttered
Memories of a Vanishing World: the Deliberate
Photography of Roman Vishniac and its Effect
on Modern Jewish Self-Consciousness.”
Hasia Diner, the Paul S. and Sylvia Steinberg
Professor in American Jewish Studies at New
York University, will coordinate the seminars
as 2006-2007 Center Academic Coordinator.
For more information about the Center’s
Fellowship program, please contact Diane
Spielmann, Director of Public Services, at
dspielmann@cjh.org or visit www.cjh.org.

Analyze This: Center Presents Monday Night Freud Film Series
What does Sigmund Freud have in
common with the movies? For one thing,
both examine the boundaries between
dream and reality, reason and emotion, word
and image. And both are being celebrated
this fall in the Center for Jewish History’s
latest Monday Night Film Series – Film &
Psychoanalysis.

from Ingmar Bergman’s 1966 masterpiece,
Persona, to Woody Allen’s 1983 fictional
documentary, Zelig, to Liliana Cavani’s 1977
Beyond Good and Evil, which tells the story
of Lou Andreas Salome, the only woman
among Freud’s colleagues with whom he
would maintain a long and continuous
correspondence.

Commemorating the 150th anniversary of
the birth of Sigmund Freud, the films in the
Film & Psychoanalysis series were chosen
to explore some of the numerous ways in
which cinema absorbed and elaborated on
Freud’s theories of the unconscious and
investigated his ideas of the human mind,
dreams, language, and symbols. They range

All the films are followed by couch-talks
on Freud, analysis, dreams, religion and
madness, led by an illustrious roster of
experts on psychoanalysis, Freud, and film.
The series runs most Mondays through
December 18, and is made possible by the
generous support of the Brenner Family
Foundation and the Sam Spiegel Foundation.

Save the Date: Freud’s Jewish World

December 2 – 4, 2006.
A conference by Leo Baeck Institute,YIVO
Institute for Jewish Research, and the
Sigmund Freud Archives.
For more information, please call
(718) 728-7416 or email psypsa@aol.com
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New Tax Law Adds Incentive for Giving
Supporting the Center for Jewish History
and our Jewish heritage offers satisfaction
whenever you are able to contribute. But now,
significant new tax legislation makes it more
satisfying and economically advantageous.
The pension reform bill signed into law in
August includes an IRA rollover provision that
allows individuals age 70½ and older to make
charitable donations of up to $100,000 from an
IRA without having to count the donation as
taxable income. The provision is in effect for
tax years 2006 and 2007 only, so look into your
heart – and your IRA – and consider making
an extra gift to support the programs and
initiatives of the Center.

The Center for Jewish History proudly recognizes the following donors for their most generous support of its mission: to preserve, research, and
educate by fostering the creation and dissemination of knowledge and by making the historical and cultural record of the Jewish people readily
accessible to scholars, students and the general public. This list includes major gifts received through October 31, 2006. Many significant giving
opportunities remain available at the Center, including the naming of a selection of facilities, fellowships and other programs. Please call our
Development Department at (212) 294-8312 for more information.

portions of the principal may be used by the
Center to carry out the purposes set forth in
your will. What’s more, bequests to the Center
to establish designated, unrestricted, or
endowed funds may be named in honor or in
memory of particular individuals, foundations,
or families, providing a lasting tribute as well
as an invaluable contribution to the Center’s
mission of preserving the Jewish heritage.
For more information on how you can support
the Center for Jewish History, please
call (212) 294-8312 or visit us online at
www.cjh.org
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Center for Jewish History
(all facilities closed Saturdays)

Exhibition Hours
Mon–Thurs
Fri
Sun

Contact Info
Box Office
Reading Room
Genealogy Institute
General Information
Group Tours

Partners

Yeshiva University Museum Hours

9:30am–5:30pm
9:30am–3pm
11am–5pm

Sun, Tues, Wed, Thurs

11am–5pm

Genealogy Institute
Mon–Thurs

917-606-8200
917-606-8217
212-294-8318
212-294-8301
917-606-8226

9:30am–5pm

Lillian Goldman Reading Room
Mon–Thurs
Fri

9:30am–5pm
By appointment only

Constantiner Date Palm Café
Sun–Thurs

American Jewish Historical Society 212-294-6160 www.ajhs.org
American Sephardi Federation 212-294-8350 www.asfonline.org
Leo Baeck Institute 212-744-6400 www.lbi.org
Yeshiva University Museum 212-294-8330 www.yumuseum.org
YIVO Institute for Jewish Research 212-246-6080 www.yivo.org

American Jewish Historical Society
American
Sephardi
Federation Federation
American
Sephardi
Leo
Baeck
InstituteInstitute
Leo
Baeck
Yeshiva
University
Museum Museum
Yeshiva
University
YIVO
Institute
for Jewishfor
Research
YIVO
Institute
Jewish Research
American Jewish Historical Society

11am–4pm

Fanya Gottesfeld Heller Bookstore
Mon–Thurs
11am–6pm
Sun
11am–5pm
(Also open on select evenings; call 917-606-8220)

Visit us online at www.cjh.org
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Letter from the Chairman
The coming of Jews to America in the 20th century is one of the
ten most important events in Jewish history. And that story is
one among tens of thousands of others that are chronicled in the
archives housed at the Center for Jewish History. Yet there is
something about the words “history” and “archives” that tends to
make people think of dusty books and crumbling faded parchment.

history and heritage exciting and accessible to a new generation,
whether through interactive exhibitions, or by engaging young
people in a personal quest to trace their own family roots.

So when anyone asks me about my work at the Center for Jewish
History, I’m prepared to see their eyes glaze over – until I start
filling them in on all the lively, vibrant, and stimulating events and
activities that go on at the Center every day. Those activities are
bringing Jewish history to life in a way that has never been done
before ... and equally important, they are adding to that history in
ways that were unimaginable years ago.

Six years ago, few would have thought it possible for five distinct,
independent Jewish organizations to come together under one
roof, unify the incredible assets and knowledge each has to offer,
and create a unique focal point for the celebration of the modern
Jewish experience. But that is what the Center has become: not
only the leading national repository for documents and materials
that detail Jewish life around the world and across the centuries,
but a living institution that draws young and old, spiritual and
secular, together to share ideas, to share memories, and simply
to share a moment in time.

As you scan the pages of this newsletter, you will see how the
Center for Jewish History is bringing together the past, the
present, and the future of the Jewish experience. It is the Center,
through the work of its Partners that is helping to preserve the
stories of our ancestors – from those who settled in New York
in the last century, to those who helped rescue Jews from Soviet
oppression. The story of Jewish people is told in many different
ways at the Center for Jewish History.

The Center for Jewish History
is not just a vivid window into
the past, but also an active
portal to the future. We invite
you to explore further all that
the Center has to offer; and
we thank you deeply for your
continued support.

On any given day, one could visit the Center and learn about
Jewish insight into the world-renowned theories of Freud –
and gain a new understanding of the crisis in Iraq through an
exploration of that country’s once strong and influential Jewish
population. And it is the Center that is finding ways to make Jewish

Bruce Slovin
Chairman

15 West 16th Street
New York, NY 10011
wwww.cjh.org
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